Tap-Drags

UVA Percussion 2021

Duple Check Patterns
Wranglers

D Blues (all white keys)

Eb Blues (all black keys)

F Blues

G Blues

Bb Blues
C Scale Variations

- Right hand only
- Left hand only

Endless Scales

- etc...

Bailey Scales

- etc...

MALLET EXERCISES
Bailey Scales: Reverse

Chromatic and Scales: Reverse

C  B  B♭  A  A♭  G  G♭

F  E  E♭  D  D♭  C

Major Arpeggios

continue around the circle of 4ths

C  C

continue moving up through all major keys chromatically

Arpeggios and Scales

continue moving up through all major keys chromatically

C  B♭

Chromatic and Scales

continue moving up through all major keys chromatically

C  B♭